SECRET NOFORN

SECRET/NOFORN Sensitive

MR#: 11 FBI WASHINGTON DC 6237417
Date/DTG: Jun 23, 2011 / 231826Z JUN 11
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZEN/ALL FBI FIELD OFFICES; ZENFOR FIDS PROD; ZENATHENS, LEGAT;
ZEN/CANBERRA, LEGAT; ZENLONDON, LEGAT; ZENOTTAWA, LEGAT;
ZENTEL-AVI, LEGAT
Captions: Sensitive, NOFORN
Subject: (S/NF) SECRET/NOFORN/J0BS & SECRET NOFORN

SECRET NOFORN

SUBJ: QQQQ

SECRE/NT/NOFORN/IDB

SERIAL: (U) IIR 4 201 7957 11
COUNTRY: (U) GAZA STRIP (GZ); GREECE (GR); ISRAEL (IS); ITALY (IT);
SPAIN (SP)
IPSP: (U) IIR 02400

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED
INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES BUT HAS
NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION,
INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO
TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE
INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE
STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR.
REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET NOFORN.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DOI: (U) 20110600.
REDS: (U/FOUO) GRC2008A.IA.7.8; GRC2008A.I.C.1.1;
RPA2008A.LE.1.1; SDR S-CME-2300-1382-10; C-MEO-01128.
SOURCE: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH OF
WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS.
CONTEXT: (U/FOUO) SOURCE OBTAINED THE INFORMATION DIRECTLY FROM AN
IDENTIFIED SUB-SOURCE.
TEXT: (O/NF) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

... BEGIN TEORDER...

VERSIONS: C200905031//20040213/N20070116/T20080705

CLASSIFICATION: SECRET
Page 1 of 5
SECRET/REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED
INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION,
INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE
INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE
STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR.
THIS INFORMATION IS BEING RELEASED TO THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, UNITED KINGDOM, NEW ZEALAND. IT MAY NOT BE SHARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF THE FBI.
ID: IIR 01 767 11
SUBJECT: REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL

DATE: 26/11/2001
TOPIC: TERR
COUNTRY: FSE, GRO, ISR, ITA, ESP
SOURCE EVAL: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS.
CONTEXT: (U/FOUO) SOURCE OBTAINED THE INFORMATION DIRECTLY FROM AN IDENTIFIED SUB-SOURCE.
POC: (U) PLEASE CONTACT THE APPROPRIATE FBI LEGAL ATTACHE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

1. [REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL]

2. [REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL]

3. [REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL]

4. [REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL]

5. [REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL]

SECRET/REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL
END TEARLINE

VERSIONS: C200500531/20040213/N20070116/T20060705
SECRET/REL TO USA, ISR
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION,
INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE
INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE
STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR.
THIS INFORMATION IS BEING RELEASED TO THE UNITED STATES, ISRAEL. IT MAY NOT BE SHARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF THE FBI.

ID: IIR 01 7867 11
SUBJ: DR/REL TO USA, ISR

DATE: 201108231759Z
CC/CC

TOPIC: TERR
COUNTRY: PSE, GRC, ISR, ITA, ESP
SOURCE EVAL: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS.
CONTEXT: (U/PFO) SOURCE OBTAINED THE INFORMATION DIRECTLY FROM AN IDENTIFIED SUB-SOURCE.
PCC: (U) PLEASE CONTACT THE APPROPRIATE FBI LEGAL ATTACHE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

TEXT:

1. (U) REL. TO USA, ISR

2. (U) REL. TO USA, ISR

3. (U) REL. TO USA, ISR

4. (U) REL. TO USA, ISR

5. (U) REL. TO USA, ISR

6. (U) REL. TO USA, ISR

CENTRAL/REL TO USA, ISR

END TEARLINE

BEGIN TEARLINE

VERSIONS: C20060695/20040213/N20070116/T20060705

BEGIN TEARLINE

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE, IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PREASSUMPTION OF INNOCENCE STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR.

THIS INFORMATION IS BEING RELEASED TO THE UNITED STATES, GREECE, IT MAY NOT BE SHARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF THE FBI.

ID: IIR 01 7867 11
SUBJ: DR/REL TO USA, GRC

DATE: 201108231759Z
CC/CC

TOPIC: TERR
COUNTRY: PSE, GRC, ISR, ITA, ESP
SOURCE EVAL: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS.
LONDON, AMBASSADOR; MADRID, AMBASSADOR; ROME, AMBASSADOR; TEL AVIV, AMBASSADOR; WELLINGTON, AMBASSADOR; ZEN/ANCHOR CFT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/BUREAU OF ALCOHOL TOBACCO FIREARMS WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DRUGBKGOLDIN CRIMINAL POLICY WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/COMBATANT COR USS NORTHCOM PETERSON AFB CO; ZEN/DOHIA WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DIR OF ENERGY WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DIR OF HOMELAND SECURITY WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DIR OF TREATY WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DIA WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DOD DIR USINS WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DINAVCRIMIUSERVICES WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DNNSA CFT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/DNI WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/HQ AFOSI ANDREW W AFB MD; ZEN/HQ BICE WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/JFHQ-NCR CRF FT McNAIR DC; ZEN/MADRID, LEGAT; ZEN/ROME, LEGAT; ZEN/NCTC WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/NCPA NAVY YARD WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/NRDC WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/NRO WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/SECDEF WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/SHA CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/WHITE HOUSE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASHINGTON DC;

Attachments: metadata.dat

Action Post: Archive Copy

Dissemination Rule: Sensitive

SECRET/NOTFOROFFICIAL USE

SECRET
SECRET/NOFORN

MRN: 11 FBI WASHINGTON DC 4281973
Date/DTo: Apr 28, 2011 / 281616Z APR 11
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZENFAIR FBS FIELD OFFICES; ZENFAIR FBS PROD; ZENJAPAN, LEGAT; ZENJAPAN, LEGAT; ZENJAPAN, LEGAT; ZENJAPAN, LEGAT; ZENJAPAN, LEGAT; ZENJAPAN, LEGAT
Captions: SENSITIVE NOFORN
Subject: (INF) SECRET/NOFORN/DB SECRET NOFORN

SECRET/NOFORN

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED. INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET/NOFORN.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DOF: (U) 20110350,
REGS: (U/P) WW-TERR-CTD-SR-0025-11.JILA.2A;
TTR2005A.1.16.1; RPA2004A.1.2.7; RPA2005A.1.1.1.
SOURCE: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORRIGOTATED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS.
CONTEXT: (INF)

TECHNICAL EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

VERS.: C200505031/20040213/20050116/20050705
SECRET/REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IRR. THIS INFORMATION IS BEING RELEASED TO THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, UNITED KINGDOM, NEW ZEALAND. IT MAY NOT BE SHARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF THE FBI.

ID: [ID 0121111]

SUSP: [SUSP 01211111]

DATE: 2011-02-27
COUNTRY: PSE, LBN, NLD

SOURCE EVAL: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH OF WHICH REPORTING HAS BEEN CORRORPORATED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS.

POC: (U) PLEASE CONTACT THE APPROPRIATE FBI LEGAL ATTACHE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

TEXT:

1. [ITEM 1]

2. [ITEM 2]

3. [ITEM 3]

4. [ITEM 4]

5. [ITEM 5]

END TEARLINE

BEGIN TEARLINE

VERSIONS: C20080831/20040213/N20070119/T20060705

SECRET REL TO USA, ISR

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IRR. THIS INFORMATION IS BEING RELEASED TO THE UNITED STATES, ISRAEL, IT QQQQ MAY NOT BE SHARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF THE FBI.
SECRET

FBI

ID: IR 01 6211 11
SUBJ: REL TO USA, ISR

DATE: 20110427/2005Z
TOPIC: TERR
COUNTRY: PSE, LBN, NLD
SOURCE EVAL: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH
OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS.
CONTEXT: REL TO USA, ISR
POC: (U) PLEASE CONTACT THE APPROPRIATE FBI LEGAL ATTACHE FOR
ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

TEXT: (U) REL TO USA, ISR

SECRET WIRE TO USA, ISR
--- END TEARLINE ---
--- BEGIN TEARLINE ---

VERSIONS: C20080831/20040213/N20070116/T20060705
SECRET WIRE TO USA, GRC
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED
INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES BUT HAS
NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION,
INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO
TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE
INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE
STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR.
THIS INFORMATION IS BEING RELEASED TO THE UNITED STATES, GREECE. IT
MAY NOT BE SHARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF THE
FBI.
ID: IR 01 6211 11
SUBJ: REL TO USA, ISR

DATE: 20110427/2005Z
TOPIC: TERR
COUNTRY: PSE, LBN, NLD
SOURCE EVAL: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH INDIRECT ACCESS, MUCH
OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS.
CONTEXT: (REL TO USA, GRC) SOURCE OBTAINED THE INFORMATION
DIRECTLY FROM AN IDENTIFIED SUB-SOURCE.

SECRET

CLASSIFICATION: SECRET
Page 3 of 8
SECRET/NOFORN

From: avcsmarlin
Sent: 12/21/2010 1:31:53 PM
To: SMART Care
Subject: 

SECRET/NOFORN/DB

MRN: 10 FBI WASHINGTON DC 12211441
Date/DTG: Dec 21, 2010 / 211830Z DEC 10
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZEN/ALL FBI FIELD OFFICES; ZEN/ISR FIDS PROD; ZEN/ISRAEL, LEGAT; ZEN/LONDON, LEGAT; ZEN/OTTAWA, LEGAT; ZEN/TEL AVIV, LEGAT
Captone: SENSITIVE, NOFORN
Subject: 

SECRET/NOFORN/DB

PAGE 04 RUEWMFD1441 SECRET NOFORN
SECRET NOFORN
SERIAL: (U) IIR 4 217 0288 11
COUNTRY: (U) ISRAEL (IS); GAZA STRIP (GZ)
IPSP: (U) IFCH2000.

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES BUT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION, INTERPRETED OR ANALYZED. RECEIVING AGENCIES ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO TAKE ACTIONS BASED SOLELY ON THIS RAW REPORTING UNLESS THE INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED. A PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE STILL EXISTS FOR ANY PERSON BEING REPORTED ON IN THIS IIR. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET NOFORN.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DOI: (U) 20100900.

PAGE 05 RUEWMFD1441 SECRET NOFORN
SOURCE: (U) AN ESTABLISHED SOURCE WITH GOOD ACCESS, MUCH OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED OVER THE PAST TEN OR MORE YEARS.
Prior consent of the FBI.

Page 08 RUEWMD1441 SECRET NOFORN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID:</th>
<th>LNR 17, 0286 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ:</td>
<td>U/RELY TO USA: ISR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DATE: 2010/12/11

TOPIC: DIFS
COUNTRY: ISR, PSE
SOURCE EVAL: (U) An established source with good access, much of whose reporting has been corroborated over the past ten or more years.

CONTEXT: (U) None.
POC: (U) Please contact the appropriate FBI Legal Attaché for additional details.

Page 09 RUEWMD1441 SECRET NOFORN

| SECRET/REL TO USA, ISR |

Page 09 RUEWMD1441 SECRET NOFORN

| END TEARLINE |

COMMENTS: 1. (S/NF) FBI COMMENT

2. (U/FOUO) Source is available for re-contact.

INSTR: (U) U.S. YES, contact FBI HQ for additional details.
PREP: (U) Please note changes on contacting the FBI for information requests, direct comments, evaluations, and requirements to

| FOR REQUESTS |

CONCERNING FOREIGN DISCLOSURES, please email

| ON SIPRNET. PLEASE INCLUDE THE SERIAL |

NUMBER AND SUBJECT OF THE REPORT WHEN CORRESPONDING ABOUT THIS

Page 08 RUEWMD1442 SECRET NOFORN

REPORT. PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR URGENT OR FOLLOW-UP RFI

Page 08 RUEWMD1442 SECRET NOFORN

| END TEARLINE |

Page 09 RUEWMD1442 SECRET NOFORN

| END TEARLINE |

Classification: SECRET

Page 3 of 4

CCR-553
From: svemartmfl
Sent: 9/30/2010 12:27:35 AM
To: SMART.Com
Subject: [NIP] SECRET/NOFORN/IDB

SECRET/NOFORN
Sensitive

MRN: 10 FBI WASHINGTON DC 6281709
Date/DTG: Sep 30, 2010 / 281740Z SEP 10
From: FBI WASHINGTON DC
Action: ZEN/ALL FBI FIELD OFFICES; ZEN/FBI WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/LONDON, LEGAT;
ZEN/OTTAWA, LEGAT; ZEN/TEL AVIV, LEGAT
Caption: SENSITIVE, NOFORN

SECRET/NOFORN

PAGE 04 RUSE/WMFD1709 SECRET/NOFORN
SERIAL: (U) JIR 4 217 0370 10
COUNTRY: (U) GAZA STRIP (GS); ISRAEL (IS)
IPSP: [U] JIFC2304; JIFC2306

SECRET/NOFORN

WARNING: (U) THIS IS A RAW INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED
INTELLIGENCE. IT IS BEING SHARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES, BUT
HAS NOT BEEN FULLY EVALUATED, INTEGRATED WITH OTHER INFORMATION,
INTERPRETED, OR ANALYZED.
REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET/NOFORN.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DO#: (U) 20160926.
SOURCE: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH GOOD ACCESS, SOME OF WHOSE
REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR.
CONTEXT: (U/FCUO) SOURCE ACQUIRED PARTIAL INFORMATION FROM A
SUB-SOURCE WITH UNDETERMINED ACCESS.

PAGE 05 RUSE/WMFD1709 SECRET/NOFORN
TEXT: (Classified/Expeditious Summary)
BEGIN TEARLINE

WARNING: (U) THIS INFORMATION IS BEING RELEASED TO THE UNITED STATES, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, UNITED KINGDOM, NEW ZEALAND. IT MAY NOT BE SHARED WITH OTHER COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR CONSENT OF THE FBI. ID: IIR 17 0970 10

DATE: 20100328T1729Z

COUNTRY: ISR

SOURCE EVAL: (U) A COLLABORATIVE SOURCE WITH GOOD ACCESS, SOME OF WHOSE REPORTING HAS BEEN CORROBORATED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR.

CONTEXT: (U/FOUO) SOURCE ACQUIRED PARTIAL INFORMATION FROM A SUB-SOURCE WITH UNDETERMINED ACCESS.

POC: (U) PLEASE CONTACT THE APPROPRIATE FBI LEGAL ATTACHE FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

TEXT: 1. IIR REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL

PAGE 08 RUEWMFD1709 SPEC R E F F R E N E O F O R N

2. IIR REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL

8. IIR REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL
INSTR: (U) U.S. NO.
PREP: (U) PLEASE NOTE CHANGES ON CONTACTING THE FBI FOR INFORMATION REQUESTS. DIRECT REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION (RFI) COMMENTS.
EVALUATION AND REQUIREMENTS TO
ON LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLINE. FOR REQUESTS CONCERNING FOREIGN DISCLOSURE, PLEASE EMAIL.

PLEASE INCLUDE THE SERIAL NUMBER AND SUBJECT OF THE REPORT WHEN CORRESPONDING ABOUT THIS REPORT, PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR URGENT OR FOLLOW-UP RFI MATTERS ONLY.
ACC: (U) (2010/207)
DISSEM: (U) FIELD: NONE
WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRETS NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS.
DRV FROM: FBI NSISCG
QQQQ
DECL ON: 28X1-HUMAN

Derived From: FBI NSISCG
Declare on: 28X1-HUMAN
Info:
CANBERRA, AMBASSADOR ROUTINE; LONDON, AMBASSADOR ROUTINE;
OTTAWA, AMBASSADOR ROUTINE; PRETORIA, AMBASSADOR ROUTINE;
TEL AVIV, AMBASSADOR ROUTINE; WELLINGTON, AMBASSADOR ROUTINE;
ZEN/ANCHOR FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/CDR USJFCOM NORFOLK VA;
CDR USPACOM LO WASHINGTON DC ROUTINE;
ZEN/CDR USTRANSCOM TCJ2 SCOTT AFB IL; ZEN/ICIA WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/COGARD INTLCOORDcen WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DEPT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DEPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY WASHINGTON DC; WASHDC, SECSTATE ROUTINE;
ZEN/DEPT OF TREASURY WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/DIA WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DIR/NSIC REDSTONE ARSENAL AL;
ZEN/DIR/NAVCRIMIN/NAV WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DIR/NCA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD; ZEN/DNI WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/DOD OMP CENTER WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/HQ USTRATCOM OFFUTT AFB NE;
ZEN/JJOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/JJOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/JJOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/JUSTICE; ZEN/JWAC DAHLGREN VA;
ZEN/PRETORIA, LEGAT; MDA WASHINGTON DC ROUTINE;
ZEN/NASIC WRIGHT PATTERNER AFB OH;
ZEN/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHINGTON DC; ZEN/NCTC WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/NGA HQ BETHESDA MD; ZEN/NGA NAVY YARD WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/NGIC INTEL OPS CHARLOTTESVILLE VA;
ZEN/NAORAD-USNORTHCOM J2 PETERSON AFB CO; ZEN/NRO WASHINGTON DC;
ZEN/NIW WASHINGTON DC; WASHINGTON DC, SECDEF ROUTINE;
ZEN/JUSCENTCOM INTEL CEN MACDILL AFB FL;
ZEN/JSOCOM SGSO J2 MACDILL AFB FL;
ZEN/WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM WASHINGTON DC

Attachments: metadata.dat

Action Post: Archive Copy
Dissemination Rule: Archive Copy